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Cyber Threats are Real, Fortinet is the Secure Destination

Today’s most damaging attacks are Advanced Persistent Threats. Cybercrime is no longer random or about brute force, it’s more subtle - aiming to infiltrate, stay hidden, and extract data without detection. If security controls cannot detect the malware during this period, then it’s a matter of time before the organizations or governments become a statistic.

Governments need high-performance cyber security solutions to combat threats. Their needs are unique due to the sensitive nature of the data they protect and the systems they operate; privacy and security requirements imposed by the laws. Through Fortinet’s participation at the EVO4 forum, we are emphasizing our support for Kuwait’s E-Government initiative, and are committed to helping institutions in the country tackle the growing threat landscape. We are proud of the role that we carry out with the Central Agency for Information Technology by providing the information security platform for protecting Kuwait Information Network (KIN). However, Fortinet’s portfolio of customers in Kuwait includes other government and public sector agencies as well as large enterprises, education, and the banking and finance institutions.

During EGOV4, we are looking forward to meeting technology leaders and professionals. We hope that we share with the audience Fortinet’s commitment to the region and why more than 210,000 customers worldwide, including some of the largest and most complex organizations, trust Fortinet to protect their brands and businesses.